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IN FOCUS

AI detects pneumonia in
10 seconds

Supporting Programs and
Networks

Researchers at Stanford University have
developed an automated chest X-ray interpretation model called CheXpert that uses
artificial intelligence to precisely analyse Xray images of patients believed to have
pneumonia within just 10 seconds. The model used 188,000 chest imaging studies to be
able to determine what is and is not pneumonia on an X-ray. In emergencies, this
reduces the time to analyse X-ray images.

The project "Africa 4.0 will be financially self-sustaining in the long
term. However, in the start-up
phase, Africa4.0 is grateful for any
support and is interested in building
a good network.
Application for funding under the
BMWi's Innovation Program for Business Models and Pioneering Solutions
(IGP)
In order to push the project, especially
the further development of the project
software with artificial intelligence, as
fast as possible, Africa 4.0 has applied
for funding in the IGP of the Federal
Ministry of Economics and Energy
(BMWi). The final part of the application
procedure is a 30-minute online pitch.
Afri-ca 4.0 is invited to participate at the
beginning of July.

How do you like this Impuls?
A future impulse that will be sent to the test group for evaluation
foreign trade promotion - for example
the network of chambers of commerce
abroad, Germany Trade & Invest, the
market development program and the
export initiatives of the BMWi - as well
as associations, clubs and institutions
focusing on Africa. (Source BMWi)

Article in the iMOVE-Magazine xPORT
The following article was published in
the April issue of the iMOVE-Exportmagazine: "Accompanying or even skipping educational paths by Gabriele Riedmann de Trinidad". Please read…..
In this issue:

Network for education and training
in Ghana

Education and training play an important role in the development of
locally adapted business models. For
The application for funding under IGP
includes the intended cooperation with this reason, Africa 4.0 is setting up a
"Working Group on Training and Furthe Business Network Africa. Contact
with this BMWi program was established ther Education in Ghana". The constituent meeting on 12.02.2020 was folin February 2020 and has since been
lowed by an online-meeting on
intensified. "With the new Africa Busi12.05.2020. Here the focus was on
ness Network, the BMWi is offering a
bundled range of consulting and support whether the working group, consisting
services, especially for German medium- of companies, educational institutions
and representatives of civil society,
sized companies that want to become
should apply for funding in the proeconomically active in Africa. The ecogram: "Development and Implementanomic network consists of the established players and programs of German tion of Training Clusters International ClusterVET".

Is the IGP going to
fund Africa 4.0?

Business Network Africa (BMWi)

Africa 4.0 strives
for cooperation
with the Economic Network Africa.
The working
group "Training
and Further
Training in Ghana" may apply
for funding.

This project addresses the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations' Agenda 2030 - - www.platform3l.com/impact/

